Abstract. We present a method for detecting and quantifying relationships between two ore more time series. It is based on the estimation of conditional entropies. In the case of continuous systems an appropriate conditional probability is calculated.
INTRODUCTION
For the analysis of nonlinear dynamical systems interdependences between different time sequences X and Y are of special interest. Covariance and mutual information are frequently used for quantifying such relationships 1], 2], 3]. But they are symmetric and therefor one cannot decide if an observable is completely determined by another one. (2) where P (Y = y j jX = x i ) denotes the probability that Y is in the state y j under the condition that X = x i . There are some advantageous properties of H(Y jX):
(B) It is not increased by adding other observables:
The problem is that the de nition of H(Y jX) requires discrete valued observables. For the continuous case one has to nd an equivalent conditional probability.
ESTIMATING CONDITIONAL ENTROPIES
A simple way of de ning such probabilities in continuous state spaces is to identify the probability of a single point with the probability of its -environments: P (yjx) := P (Y 2 B (y)jX 2 B (x)); Let f : I ! I be a nonlinear, di erentiable function that maps an interval I R to itself; the interval that is mapped by f to I (y) is of size 2 ( Fig. 1, left) . For small one can linearize f by using its derivative f 0 and calculate ' jf 0 (x)j . That means if jf 0 (x)j > 1 the conditional probability becomes P (yjx) < 1, even if all points in I (y) are completely determined by the points in I (x). If one requires that in this case the conditional probability becomes 1, P (yjx) has to be adapted by a factor ?1 (x; y) where (x; y) denotes the fraction of the interval I (x), that is mapped to I (y). Assuming an equidistribution in I (x) one nds (x; y) = jf 0 (x)j ?1 . Now consider that x 2 R n . A linearized map can be calculated by the total di erential, g(x) = df(x). The part of B (x), which is mapped to I (y), is between the hyperplanes g(x) = (Fig. 1, right) . Assuming equidistribution again the fraction (x; y) can be estimated by the quotient of the ball's volume between those hyperplanes V ;n and the entire volume V ;n , i.e.: It is calculated for ve di erent dimensions n from one to nineteen. One can see that increases with higher dimension. One can nally de ne an adapted conditional probability by
The maximium provides that P (yjx) does not increase by adding redundant information. With these considerations one is able to compute the conditional entropy from time series fx s g N s=1 and fy s g N s=1 . First one has to estimate the probability P (yjx)
by counting all pairs (x t ; y t ) with x t 2 B (x) and y t 2 I (y) and dividing this number by the number of points in fx t : x t 2 B (x)g. Then the linear map g(x)
is tted using singular value decomposition. If no local independence between the x-components can be assumed, all x t are projected to the principal axes before, and is estimated directly by counting the points with jg(x t )j . Otherwise equation (4) can be used. Now the conditional probability (5) 
INTERDEPENDENCES IN TIME SERIES
A lot of methods (e.g.: 3,5]) have been proposed to determine optimal delay times for the reconstruction of nonlinear dynamics from scalar time series 6, 7] . The idea of calculating autocorrelations or mutual information is to nd delay coordinates that are as independent as possible. Our intention is a little bit di erent. We try to nd those delay vectors carrying the largest amount of information about future states. Therefor we calculate the conditional entropies H t ( ) := H (X T +t j(X T ; X T ? )) (8) for some prediction time t. X T denotes the present state, X T +t and X T ? are states in the future, resp. past. By averaging (8) over some future times t we determine the delay time 1 which minimizes H av ( ). The delay vectors (X T ; X T ? 1 ) carry the most information about the dynamics. At smaller most of the information of X T ? is already contained in X T , for later times one loses information about the future. both mutual information and conditional entropy were calculated for delay times = 0 : : : 2 (Fig. 3) . One can see easily that both curves are not minimal at the same time. The minimum of H av ( ) is just before the beginning of overfolding of the tracjectories at 1 ' 0:2, while the maximal independence, described by the rst minimum of the mutual information function is reached some time later ( ' 0:45). This means, that independence between the delay coordinates does not guarantee that a system's dynamics is optimally described. where x ist the x-component of a retarded version of the Lorenz System, whose components of the vector eld are multiplicated by 0.2 to adjust the time scales. The projection to the u-v-plane is shown in Fig. 4 (left) . Obviously the found minimum is not 2 = 2 1 (Fig. 4 , right, middle curve), but 2 ' 1:4. One can see that adding the same information again does not reduce the conditional entropy (at = 1 ). Keeping the best delay time, the method can be iterated (Fig. 4 , right, lower curve). If the conditional entropy is not decreased anymore by adding further time delayed components, one stops. This way one can determine a su cient embedding dimension.
Another advantage is the possibility of using di erent observables of one dynamical system. The algorithm is the same as above, but the conditional entropies H av ( ) have to be calculated not only for the observable X itself but for other ones Y or Z, too e.g. H (X T +t j(X T ; Y T ? 1 ; Z T ? )).
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new method for the detection and quanti cation of interdepences in time series by calculating a modi ed conditional entropy. Especially the problem of estimating conditional probabilities in continuous systems has been discussed. We can detect not only relationships between di erent observables, but also temporal interdependences in scalar or multivariate time series. Optimal parameters for the time delay reconstruction of nonlinear dynamics can be found this way. As the conditional entropy is not symmetric, we get information about the direction of dependence.
